
Brands selling through retailers, travel and hospitality 
aggregators, holding companies with independent 
subsidiaries, and other organizations use the Lore IO 
platform in the cloud or on-prem to easily standardize 
and map multi-source data to their output schemas.

Quickly define your target schema in the Lore IO 
platform, including tables, columns, values, 
validations, and issue resolutions. Then, drop source 
data in any file format (EDI, XML, CSV, and more) in a 
secured repo -- in cloud or on-prem -- and use a 
visual tool to map and standardize source data to your 
target schema. It’s that simple.
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SIMPLIFY MULTI-SOURCE TO TARGET MAPPING

AUTOMATE MAPPING RULES

COLUMN MAPPING VALUE MAPPING

Columns have similar values

Fuzzy match columns

Columns names are similar except for grammar 

Acronyms

Learnings from other customers

Fuzzy match values 

Acronyms

Grammar differences

Learnings from other customers

Lore IO’s machine learning algorithms accelerate the creation of mapping rules by analyzing patterns in onboarded 
data. The platform recommends mapping rules that business users review and approve.

https://www.getlore.io


Lore IO is an agile data preparation solution that helps companies prepare data across disparate sources without the need 
for engineers to maintain ETL operations and data pipelines. Our customers unlock the full value of their data by 
empowering business users to work with datasets that are hard to understand, reconcile, and blend.

Lore IO constructs logical data marts using proprietary algorithms that abstract the complex semantics of how the data is 
captured and joined together, enabling customers to instantly capture and validate business logic in support of a wide 
range of use cases.
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Having implemented Lore IO for data mapping and standardization, customers 
can take full advantage of the data management platform to develop a 
universal metalayer for all business data and publish logical data marts that 
different teams can immediately use. 

Any business use case can be implemented on top of the universal metalayer. 
Customers can declare sophisticated logic and execute it immediately. Lore IO 
translates the declarative logic into queries that run directly on the source 
data with no data copies or pipelines.

Lore Io supports any type of ETL operation, such as real-time ingestion to the 
data lake, non-SQL data parsing, schema drift management,  column mapping, 
data cleanup, data join elimination, simple cross-source joins, session creation 
and mapping, user behavior analysis, feature creation for machine learning, 
data access control.

Proactively catch and address data quality issues before they impact the 
business. Configure data validations to capture instances where source files 
contain unexpected elements, lack expected elements, or has invalid data.

Lore IO’s proprietary Schema Scanner  automatically detects new file 
uploads. It scans schema and data, and triggers email and in-app alerts 
when data fails validation. Its self-healing algorithms attempt to handle 
invalid data automatically, freeing business users yet keeping them 
informed.

MAINTAIN ANALYTICS QUALITY WITH SELF-HEALING DATA

CREATE LOGICAL DATA MARTS FOR ALL BUSINESS USE CASES

CSV
XML
EDI
S3
Mysql
Oracle
Hive
Teradata

DATA MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

BI/Analytics
Cloud Apps
Data Science
EDW
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